**Milton Harris Papers (MSS Harris)**
**Series 9: Photographs, 1926-1969**

Series 9 is comprised of photographs documenting Harris' college years; participation in professional events; and recreation and travel. The series also includes numerous studio portraits of Harris taken throughout his career.

**Box 9 Folder 01**
Group photograph of the Oregon Agricultural College tennis team. Harris stands on the far right, 1920s

Montage of individual portraits of college-age men. Oregon Agricultural College. [?], 1920s

Group photograph of college-age men. Yale University. [?], 1920s

**Box 9 Folder 02**
Carolyn Harris, Helen Rotenberg [Milton Harris's sister] and Morris Rotenberg. [?], 1930s

**Box 9 Folder 03**
"Wely's Wedding Cake and Party at the Lab." September 30, 1949

Series of two studio portraits of Harris, 1940s

Series of three photos of Harris walking outdoors with sets of colleagues from an American Chemical Society meeting, 1940s

Series of four group photographs of a professional gathering including Harris, 1940s

Harris and family members [?] standing outdoors at a ski resort, 1940s

**Box 9 Folder 04**
Series of two photos of Harris playing golf, 1957

Harris playing golf, unknown course, 1958

Harris shaking hands with a middle aged man. Institute of Textile Technology, graduation exercises. [copy of photo in brown and gold scrapbook], June 10, 1958

Beginning of graduation exercises. Institute of Textile Technology, June 10, 1958

Harris giving speech at graduation. Institute of Textile Technology, June 10, 1958

Harris greeting three other men, all of whom are wearing academic regalia. Institute of Textile Technology graduation, June 10, 1958

Series of three studio portraits of Harris, 1950s

Studio portrait of J. P. Spang, Jr., the Gillette Company, 1950s

Studio portrait of C. J. Gilbert, the Gillette Company, 1950s

Studio portrait of M. C. Stewart, the Gillette Company, 1950s
Studio portrait of C. J. Gilbert, the Gillette Company, 1950s

Series of three photos of Milton and Carolyn Harris at the San Gorgonio hotel. [?], 1950s

Box 9 Folder 05

Naomi Harris [Milton Harris's mother], Milton and Carolyn Harris, October 1966

Studio portrait of Milton Harris, March 29, 1967

Portrait of Milton Harris in his office, December 4, 1969

Series of three studio portraits of Harris, 1960s

Profile portrait of Harris, 1960s

Group photograph including Harris. Photograph is annotated: “Milton Harris, Vice President Research, The Gillette Company, 1957-1966. From your friends at Papermate, 1960s

Harris conversing with two unidentified men, 1960s

Harris posing with three other men at an awards ceremony hosted by the Washington Chapter of the National Institute of Chemists, 1960s

Box 11 Folder 13

From Scientific Research. Close up of Harris, October 14, 1968

Box 9 Folder 06

Photo of unidentified golf course, January 1970

Harris with unidentified Asian man, January 1970

Harris with two unidentified men and three unidentified women, July 1977

Series of four Harris photos, as published in Science, Invention & Social Change, September 19-21, 1978

Portrait of Milton Harris, 1979

Carolyn [?] and Milton Harris posing with two unidentified women, 1970s

Series of four photos of four unidentified individuals posing with sets of bound publications, 1970s

Portrait of Harris in his office, 1970s

Series of two photographs of Harris posing with two unidentified colleagues in his office, 1970s

Color photograph of Harris in a desert landscape, on a trip to examine jojoba plants near Tucson, Arizona, 1970s

Harris receiving an award from Dick Roberts, Presidential Science Advisor, 1970s

Box 11 Folder 14

All-male group photo from Alcoa Laboratories, May 18, 1979
All-female group photo from Alcoa Laboratories, May 18, 1979

Black & white photo of the Albert Einstein Memorial, National Academy of Sciences, Washington, DC. "To Milton Harris/ in appreciation." Signed and dated by artist, 1979

**Box 9 Folder 07**


**Box 9 Folder 08**

Series of seven photographs taken during 1981 trip to Japan, 1981

1 of 7: Harris, Carolyn and Mrs. Pat McCurdy at a traditional Japanese restaurant.
2 of 7: Harris, Carolyn and Mrs. Pat McCurdy.
3 of 7: Harris and Carolyn at a pachinko parlor.
4 of 7: Carolyn and Pat McCurdy.
5 of 7: Harris and Carolyn at a pachinko parlor.
6 of 7: Harris, Carolyn and Pat McCurdy at a pachinko parlor.
7 of 7: Audience at a seminar or speech.

Milton Harris holding a wine glass at his seventy-fifth birthday party, March 21, 1981

Harris and Ian Hinton of BIIC, 1983

Dedication of Comfort and Perception Research Laboratory. M. Harris, J. Toll, N. Hollies, May 2, 1984

Dedication of Comfort and Perception Research Laboratory. J. Slaughter, B. Smith, J. Toll, C. Spangler, M. Harris, May 2, 1984

Group photograph of the Oregon Agricultural College class of 1926, Corvallis, Oregon, June 14, 1986

Series of five photos from the Yale Medal ceremonies, May 1989

Milton and Carolyn Harris posing with two unidentified individuals at a formal gathering, 1980s

Harris conversing with four unidentified individuals, 1980s

Harris posing outdoors with a wine glass in hand, 1980s

**Box 11 Folder 15**

Portrait of Milton Harris, for use in _Chemical Engineering_ magazine, 1980